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1. Introduction
ls Andrew Marvell our contemporary? In the twentieth century, the
critical reputation of the poet was that of a robust but sensitive lyrlC
poet whose work spoke for a modern sensibility･ In the influential
essay by T･S･ Eliot, Marvell was said to exhibit `a tough reasonableness
behind the lyric grace'(Eliot 364) and the association of Marvell
with balance, ambiguity, Irony and overall judiciousness became part
of Marvell's formalist and New Critical legacy. At the same time,
readers attentive to the intellectual history of the period, and Marvell's
achievement as a prose satirist and early `Whig'Parliamentarian, have
champlOned his `reasonableness'in the cause of religious toleration
as a form of early-modern liberalism. In the words of his most recent
biographer, 'Marvell stands for liberty-liberty of the subject, liberty
in the state, liberty of the self, liberty from political and personal
tyrannies: the domination of the public self and the interior private
consciousness'(Smith, Andrew Marvell 343). Marvell, it would seem,
speaks to modern liberalism's best instincts･
Paradoxically言n his l塵time Marvell was accused of being an
extremist or fanatic. Bishop Samuel Parker denounced another form
oでambiguity in Marvell's writing in it'S `田anatique Malice and
Impudence lo bespatter the most worthy persons with such foul
reproaches under profession of so much love and sweetness'(qtd･ in
Smith 268). Furthermore, his poems in support of Oliver Cromwell
were too controversial to be published in the first collected poems
of 1681 (Smith 335). One certain tension of Marvell'S poetry is
the oscillation between oti〟m and negotium; between varieties of
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subjective contemplation and pleasure and forms of duty, labour or
discomfort. Twentieth century receptlOnS Of Marvell have seemed to
parallel this approach through readings that prlOritise the `prlVate'
sphere of lyr⊥cal reflection or the `public'experience of Protestant
controversy and revolutionary war; arguments that are perhaps a
symptom of the changing mStitutional expectations of literature and its
concomitant form of literary study.
One substantial area of agreement might be that Marvell's poetry
is an exploration of ideas of time and temp/orality, mcluding national
history and the expectations of futurlty･ For formalist critics, One
aspect of Marvell and of metaphysical or baroque poetry lS the
exploration of time and time consciousness (Miner; Nelson). Historicist
critics of Marvell have also explored the specific discourses of
classica一 political theory and Protestant millenarian doctrine in his
poems (Chernaik; Stocker)I This essay will also explore this feature of
Marvell's lyrJC POetry･ The concept of futurlty lS SumCiently complex to
requlre so血e de正nitions･ At the most basic level, we could call poetic
futurlty the grammatical use of the血ture tense in poems through the
use of mo'dals. Similarly, We might think of futurlty aS an effect of
poetic closure, whereby the lyrlC poem Seeks to resolve the situation it
has been describing (Hernstein Smith 120-22). In both cases futurity
is part of the linguistic sense of the text. More problematic is how
the nture may be understood as a speci丘c historical or philosophical
concept in a poem･ For example, forms of Biblical typology,
whereby texts are understood as anticlpations of pre一〇rdained future
events, have been recognised as an important part of Medieval and
Renaissance hermeneutics･1 Philosophical Modernlty and Liberalism,
on the other hand, has perhaps been characterised by a belief in the
open and contingent basis of the future, if not in the certainty of
cultural progress (Luhmann)･ This essay will examine Marvell's poetry
according to the nrst two senses of futurlty and tentatively propose a
thinking of the third･ However, it is necessary to acknowledge that the
approach to the toplC is slightly provocative･ Historicist criticism of
Marvell's intellectual background has been invaluable, but has come at
a certain cost of excluding any toplC Or problem in the poem that is not
reducible to Marvell's own contemporary consciousness. Writing about
Shakespeare, Jonathon Gil Harris has recently complained about the
`national soverelgnty model of temporality'in contemporary criticism,
whereby authors or epochs are supposed to be best understood entirely
within their own historical terms (2). He argues instead for a more
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polychronic or untimely form or criticism to interpret the literary text
(22). We might add to that that the concept of mturity in Marvell is not
only of interest to seventeenth century, Protestant Englishman, or to
Renaissance specialists but to other readers of contemporary literary
criticism. In this splrit, the essay will therefore investlgate how some
of the lyric poems (excluding the longer Restoration satires, which
would require a longer historical survey than is possible in this case)
explore the concept of futurlty and will attempt to identify a motif
for this theme across poems. In order to thrnk of the contemporary, lt
will relate the discussion of Marvell to some current arguments about
血turlty in the humanities･
To begin thinking of the topIC it is useful to recall Donald M･
Freidman's observation that an often neglected aspect of Marvell's
poetry lS it'S `audacity', whereby, through use of an overreaching
metaphorical conceit, the poet 'embodies and constrains the ineffable
within a discrete entlty, SO that an `idea'can be seen, witnessed, read,
understood'(292). Freidman's case in point is `The Definition of
Love'which not only uses an imperious dennite article to advertise the
ambition of the poem but also famously uses geometrical imagery to
represent a complex thought:
As lines (so loves) Oblique may well
Themselves in every angle greet:
But ours so truly parallel,
Though innnite, can never meet･
Therefbre, the love which us doth bind,
But Fate so enviously debars,
Is the comunCtion of the mind,
And opposition of the stars. (25-32) 2
These stanzas famously缶gure the persona's despondency ln the shape
of a parallel line･ But the `innnite'also implies a sense of temporality;
a miserable in丘nity in which the lovers (if the poem is indeed about
two individuals) are doomed to never co巾oin. The ending of the
poem is both a concrete exemplification of an idea of space and a
contemplation of the future, if not an eternlty, until the stars fall down･
Marvell'S `audacity'in this case is combine space and time to compel
the reader into a consideration of the future.
In fact several of Marvell's poems contain contemplations of a
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possible future; in some cases this is related to the thematic ending of
the poem, such as the Nymph imaglnlng a memorial for her Fawn or
Damon the Mower contemplating his own death･ Another indicative
poem that explores the sense of a future is 'To His Coy Mistress'･ This
poem is or course well known for its exploration of the carpe diem
motif through its comical hyperbole and cunnlng loglCal structure; it is
also a poem that reveals a series of interestlng COntraStlng tens With
which to represent the theme of temporality and ideas of futurlty･ In
accordance with this calpe diem theme is tHe erotic descrlptlOn Of the
coy woman's body as a corpus that should acquleSCe tO the speaker's
desire as soon as possible･ For many readers, the e巾oyment of (or
resistance to) the poem is predicated on imagining what the addressee
might say ln return･ That is to say, by being addressed to another, the
poem presupposes a futurlty in the terms of an antlClpated reply to its
immodest request･ As well as exploring ideas of time, the form of the
poem as an address presupposes the possibility of a future response･
Even though some readers have questioned whether the poem is
actually supposed to be directed to such an imaglnary addressee and
is instead ･a purely `homosocial'perfbrmance piece (Hammond 223),
the strategy of the poem is to associate the female body as a tantalising
and erotic slgn Of the imminent future:
Now let us sport us while we may;
And now, like am'rous birds of prey,
Rather at once our Time devour,
Than languish in his slow-chapped power. (37-40)
Accordingly, the poem's most memorable effects are to contrast this
youthful body with fanciful descrlptlOnS Of the future, the hundred
years in praise of eyes, the worms that will try `That long preserved
virginity'(28) amongst others･ Most notable is the poem's major
contrast of the couple to the immensity Of time itself:
But at my back I always hear
Time's winged chariot hurrylng near:
And yonder all before us lie
Deserts of vast eternity. (21-4)
This approprlately evocative image is intrlgulng for many reasons･
Although some readers have been puzzled at its apparent hint of
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unredeemed paganism (although this is contradicted by the earlier
millenarian reference to the conversion of the Jews in the tenth line),
what makes the couplets so powerful is precisely this impressive visual
sense of a desolate horizon; an awesome (even sublime) evocation of
the future as a counterpart to the more reassurlng futurlty promised
by physical eroticism.3 That is to say, the poem o睨rs a spatial image
of the future that audaciously outstrips and nearly overwhelms the
conventions of a carpe diem poem (one suspects that Herrick, for
example, might have chosen a domestic, S/easonal metaphor such as
`winter'instead of `desert'). The hurrying chariot can of course be
understood as a type of momento mori, but that would still not account
for the unsettling Image Of a desert space･ There is also an ambiguity
to the word `desert'itself. Obviously, modern usage (and the King
James Bible) implies aridity, but early modern uses need not mean
this so much as any uninhabited space･ Shakespeare's As You Like lt
describes the Forest of Arden as `In this desert inaccessible/ Under
the shade of melancholy boughs'(2.7.lュo) and Sir John Denham's
influential 1640s poem `Cooper's Hill' uses a chiasmus to describe
`Cities in`deserts/ Woods in cities plants'(186)･4 Marvell's imagery
is suggestlng a notion of time and the uncertainty of the future not
through its temperature but through its indistinctness･
Is the血ture something that can be grasped and acted upon among
people or is it actually something that overwhelms them? The climax of
the poem inねct invites both readings through its notoriously complex
image of the ball:
Let us roll a一l our strength, and all
Our sweetness, up Into One ball:
And tear our pleasures with rough strife,
Thorough the iron gates of l鴨.
Thus, though we cannot make our sun
Stand still, yet we will make him run･ (41-46)
This undoubtedly can be read as a metaphor for sexual intercourse,
representlng futurlty aS a form of imminent sexual gratiEcation･ This
reading can be complicated by the knowledge that the imagery lS in a
part inspired by a lesserknown contemporary poem,乱st published in
1646, by John Hall.
Come, Let us run
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And give the world a girdle with the sun;
For we shall
Take a full view of this enamelled ball.
Both where it may be seen
Clad in constant green,
And where it lies
Crusted with ice
…0, let us tear
A passage through
That neeting vault above; there may we know
Some rosy brethren stray
Tb a set battalia
(` Tb his lmtor, Master Pawson. An Ode'13-20; 50-54)
This other poem is a celebration of male Hiendship, scholarship and
intellectual discovery rather than sex and the imagery of a ball and
runnlng ⊥S One Of transport across space･5 In Marvell's poem too, the
metaphor･Suggests one of traversal and movement across space so
as to suggest a figure for comprehending time and taking action to
secure the future･ The poem, therefore, presents us with at least two
approaches to representlng an idea of futurlty･ On the one hand the
future can be forced or challenged through the agency of the body and
as an object or desire, as in the carpe diem motif. Yet futurlty lS also
presented as something extemal and spatial that exceeds volition and
catches up with us〟 The body and the desert: a future realised through
the presence of a human form and another sense of the temporal as an
encounter in space･ These two topol, it will be argued, provide us with
two ways to explore the concept of mturlty ln a number of other lyrlC
poems, which will now be discussed in tum.
2. The Image of the Child
One immediate device fbi imaglnlng the mture in Marvell's poetry
is where poems consider the lineage ofねmilies as existlng through
women; `The Picture of Little T.C. in a Prospect of Flowers'and the
Thwaites/ Maria Fair fax references in 'Upon Appleton House: To My
Lord Faimx'being clear examples of this･ In `The Picture of Little T.C.'
the poem rather delicately Juxtaposes the image of a pre-pubescent girl
with a prediction of her future adult sexuality to speculate `Who can
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foretell tor what high cause / This darling of the gods was born!'(9-10).
The persona makes use of a chariot image:
0, then, let me in time compound
And parley with these conq'rlng eyes;
Ere they have tried their force to wound,
Ere, with their glanclng Wheels, they drive
ln triumph over hearts that strive,
And them that yield but more despise.
Let me be laid,
Where I may see thy glories Hom some shade. (17-24)
This contemplation of a woman's future is also approached rather
more decorously ln `Upon Appleton House'in the descrlpt10n Of Lord
Fairfax's daughter (and Marvell's pupil) Maria:
Hcnce she with graces more divine
Supplies beyond her sex the line;
And like a sprig of mistletoe
On the Fair魚cian oak does grow;
Whence, for some universal good,
The prleSt Shall cut the sacred bud;
While her glad parents most reJOICe,
And make their destiny their choice. (737-44)
The oak tree is a more reassurlng metaphor than that of the martial
victory, but both are intimating the future through the adult identity (and
in the second case eventual parenthood) of the children. As mentioned
above, this device warrants the consideration of contemporary critical
approaches to literature, and especially recent arguments about the
concept of futurlty･ According to the critic Lee Edelman, the dominant
discourse of mturlty ln modern culture is nothing other than this缶gure
of the child for `we are no more able to conceive of a politics without
a魚ntasy of the future than we are able to conceive of a future without
the figure of the Child'(ll). Edelman's argument in his polemic No
Future, is that all conceptions Of the future currently available to
modermty, be that an idea of legacy or a succession, are directed
through the heterosexual reproductive fantasy or the child: 'the image
of the Child, not to be confused with the lived experiences of any
historical children, serves to regulate political discourse -to prescribe
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what will count as political discourse- by compelling such discourse to
accede in advance to the reality of a collective future whose缶gurative
status we are never permitted to acknowledge or address'(1 1).
Edelman's thesis is deliberately provocative and directed princlpally
at modern cultural examples･ His recommendation that `queer'reading
should break hetero-normative ideas of mturity by cultivatlng Irony
and manifestations of the Freudian death drive has attracted criticism
within queer theory itself (Dean). However, the argument raises
relevant questions for analyzlng ideas offuturlty Within a longer
literary tradition･ Is a measure of Marvell's modernlty actually the
presentation of the child as a means of imaglnlng the mture? If this is
the case, does this make the category of請turlty ln the poetry actually
dependent on heterosexist assumpt10nS? To what extent is it then
possible to undertake a `queer'or in Alan Sinneld's terms a `dissident
reading'of the text to explore that assumption (Sinfield 65-6)?
Edelman's lnqulry OVerlaps with other more general investlgations into
the gender and sexuality of Renaissance poetry; in the case of Marvell,
Paul Hammond has o範red a subtle re-reading of Marvell's poetry
as a homoerotic medium, often through a persona's identification
with male objects of desire (as in The Unfortunate Lover') and an
ambiguous representation of male sexuality ln the poems as something
narcissistic (204-225)･ In relation to the topic in hand, One might draw
attention to the ways in which the poems cultivate a distance between
the speaker of the poem and the characters that symbolize futurlty･
In The Picture or Little T･Cj for example, the persona avoids any
inappropriate identincation with the actual person by imaglnlng their
own death whereby they could watch the woman `Hom some shade'
(24), mysteriously outside of any heterosexual contact. In `Upon
Appleton House', a poem where the relationship of persona to Maria
Fair fax is a biographically speci丘c and socially professional one, the
arrival of the child is represented as a moment of social awkwardness
in the narrative scheme of the poem.
The young Maria walks tonight:
Hide, triHing youth, thy pleasures slight.
` Twere shame that such judicious eyes
Should with such toys a man surprlSe;
She, that already is the law
Ofall her sex, her age's awe. (651-56)
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Here, it is the youth血l speaker who risks being inねntilised in front of
the young authoritative girl who sees him idle. There is an implication
(which may be a little coy) of the speaker'S social inadequacy to Maria
that may also be read as his own relationship to the other's future, as
the speaker positions themselves as inadequate before and distant Hom
the Fairfax family.
As is oHen the case with Marvell's compact body of poetry, one
motif can send the reader back to other poems to find other traces.
Some of Marvell's most memorable perso丘ae in the lyric poetry are
isolated and lonely ones, especially when this is represented as a form
of unrequited love for another. Where images of the child and the
woman may be based on a form of desire 氏)I another or on the other's
behalf, other poems explore devotion to a lost object. The sense of
personal detachment Hom others can be clearly read in `The Nymph
Complaining for the Death of her Fawn', where the once-jilted Nymph
faces the double isolation of loslng her pet. Exploiting elements of
elegy, the poem's concluding passage imagines a future where the
speaker monumentalises herself as a statue grleVlng the image of the
ねwn; a subject literally petr誼ed into the mourning Of the lost object,
as if an example of Freudian melancholia. In the `Mower'poems, the
speaker's devotion to and dislocation by Juliana has (as discussed by
Lean S. Marcus) alienated the mower from any other form of social
communlty Or COmpenSation other than his own labour and imaglnlng
his eventual death (Marcus 235). The point to be made here is that a
motif in Marvell's poetry lS tO Speculate on futurlty from a sense of
emotional discomfort that, in the case of the nymph or the mower,
may be read as a slgn Of malaqiustment or psychologlCal extremism.
These poems are themselves highly suggestive ones for thinking about
futurlty aS a form of desire. Could the Nymph's determination to die,
for example, be a manifestation of the death drive, in Edelman's sense
of a queer reading? Or is the Nymph's devotion to the (unspecmc but
possibly female) fawn, a sign of her rejecting a heterosexual economy
altogether, making this a Renaissance lesbian text (Holmes)? Whatever
the case, whether explored in the form of an elegy, or a pastoral
complaint or ca7pe diem poem, the血turlty Of these poems is directed
at the presence, or not, of another person. Futurlty lS a Symptom
of desire, although not necessarily the actual desire of the actual
persona･ Yet is this really the only form of futurlty that is available?
One objection to Edelman'S prqJeCt is that it Ignores Other accounts
of temporality･ An everyday act of making a promise, for example,
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involves a commitment to a future time, as well as an assumptlOn Of
some intermediary authority魚gure to make the promise binding, that is
derived Hom a futurlty Which need not be reproductive. Another sense
would be where the future is shown not to be something volitional
but nevertheless possible･ In fact, as we will now see, Marvell'S 'Upon
Appleton House'itself explores another form of futurlty through its
use of the mower motif.
3. `Upon Appleton House'
This essay lS Claimlng that while one way of representlng the血ture
in Marvell is through the figure of the body, another form is to use
a figure of space or locus. The literary representation of a specific
geographical space as a way of explorlng national and historical
themes is a major device of Renaissance poetry and of the country
house tradition, of which Marvell's poem `Upon Appleton House :
To My Lord Fairfax'is an important example (Smith, Literature and
Revolution 320-27). In fact, the main narrative device of the poem
is arguably to contrast different forms of historical, and personal,
opportunities that are available to the poet and his patrons. As is well
known, Marvell's major Country house poem in honour of his patron
Lord Thomas Fair fax was probably written in the summer of 1651,
after Fair fax had retired from leadership of the New Model Army
in favour of Cromwell (Smith, Andrew Marvel1 88-90). The poem
is widely recognised as an opportunity for reflection on Fair fax and
the politics of the new Commonwealth (Healy 310-ll). Succinct
analysIS Of this long, Complex and eclectic poem may appear unfairly
brusque, but some general points may be suggested. The poem
exploits topography to explore conditions of the present-day (as in the
description of the house and garden), the past (as in the embedded
narrative of the origins of the house as a nunnery) and the future (as
in the description of Maria noted above). An underlying tension in the
poem is the delicate insinuation that Fairfax's retirement from public
service while the Commonwealth`s army was still at war in Scotland
was a premature act or even a dereliction of duty. This suggestion is
raised during the overtly allegorical descrlptlOn Of the garden:
And yet there walks one on the sod
Who, had it pleased him and God,
Might once have made our gardens spring
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Fresh as his own and 且ourishing. (345-8)
The possible ramifications of this are immediately explored in the
poem's most enigmatic sequence (lines 369-480) in which the persona
(which is hard not to read as a presentation of the employee Marvell)
watches the progress of the mowers in the distance:
And now to the abyss I pass
Of that unfathomable grass,
Where men like grasshoppers appear,
But grasshoppers are slants there:
They, ln their squeaking laugh, contemn
Us as we walk more low than them:
And,五〇m the preclplCeS tall
Ofthe green spires, to us do call. (369-76)
This commences a very protean and shi舶ng descrlptlOn in the poem
in which the landscape is subject to rapid transformation through
changlng･ Sets Of五gurative language. The use of resonant and toplCal
allusions has tempted readers to analyse the passage as a kind of
commentary on Civil War politics, although the precise signincance of
the sequence is dimcult to interpret (Healy 311). In fact, the sequence
is properly `unねthomable'because it is shown to be outside of the
reassuring boundaries of the Nun Appleton House and garden, and so
outside of the immediate authority of Lord FairねX. This relationship
of space also involves a relationship of time:
No scene that turns with englneS Strange
Does o帝ner than these meadows change.
For when the sun the grass hath vexed,
The tawny mowers enter next;
Who seem like Israelites to be,
Walking on foot through a green sea.
Tb them the grassy deeps divide,
And crowd a lone on either side. (385-92)
The changeability of the meadows shows how the `grassy deeps'of
the landscape cannot be fixed into a stable form. The agent for this
are the mowers, who operate here as a similar motif as in the poem
'The Mower Against Gardens', as a force for cuttlng down or levelling
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boundaries. An extended quotation Hom the poem will be useml:
When ane† this `tis piled in cocks,
Like a calm sea it shows the rocks:
We wondering ln the river near
How boats among them safely steer.
Or, like the desert Memphis sand,
Short pyramids of hay do stand.
And such the Roman camps do rise
ln hills for soldiers'obsequleS.
This scene agaln Withdrawing brings
A new and empty face of things;
A levelled space, as smooth and plain
As cloths for Lely stretched to stain.
The world when缶rst created sure
Was such a table rase and pure.
Or radler Such is the toril
Ere the`bulls enter at Madril.
For to this naked equal nat,
Which Levellers take pattem at,
The villagers in common chase
Their cattle, which it closer rase;
And what below the scythe increased
Is pinched yet nearer by the beast.
Such, in the palnted world, appeared
Dav'nant with th'universal herd. ¢43-56)
There are a number of perplexing details here･ The reader can
appreciate that the descrlpt10n is topographical and so supposed to
be viewed from a long distance, but is the extended metaphor of the
extract theatrical (after dramatist William Davenant) or based on
painting (as in the painter Peter Lely)? Is the meadow a sea, a desert
or a Madrid bullrlng? There is in any case a certain express pleasure
of aesthetic distance, which is made clearer in the later comparison to
a magn巾ing glass (`They seem within the polished glass/ A landskip
drawn in looking glass'¢57-58)) and the description of the `pleasant
acts'of observation (465). The main point of these descriptions,
however, is that the locus or space is precisely an indeterminable one･
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There is a general uncertainty about the ontological status of the area,
as the poem hedges its descrlptlOnS With `seems'and `like'to keep the
reader guesslng aS tO the most constructive similitude･ The di飾culty
of grounding a meanlng tO this changlng environment should be read as
a strategy of the poem to present the landscape, With all its metonymic
and metaphorical implications to the England of 1651, as a process
of transformation. Moreover, the passage also invites a consideration
of historically specific Civil War radicalism. The Levellers were, of
course, the radical group led by John LilbJurne and William Walwyn
and mostly based in the Parliamentarian Army and in London, who
campalgned for social reform, especially a popular male franchise.
Fairfax's ultimate opposition to this group and to similar radicals such
as the agrarian communists `The True Levellers'(better known since
as The Diggers) is a matter of historical record (Hirst and Zwicker 252-
253). It is tempting to then read the sequence as either a warning to the
reader about the dangerous outcomes of radical fantasies, or a comic
deHation of the pretensions to `level'a space into an equal Hat; hence
presumably the condescending comparison to observing fleas (line
461)〟 The remaining di飾culty of the passage is that it entertains ideas
of contemporary radicalism in order to fantasise the landscape as an
imaginative space of change and possibility. For this reason it should
be read a speculation or飴ntasy about the future, in which the social
arena is open to transformation. Evidence for this is that the ending
of the sequence, describing the Hoo°ing of a river, allows the poem to
entertain an idea of an apocalyptlC `world turned upside down':
Let others tell the paradox
How eels now bellow in the ox;
How horses at their tails do kick,
nlrned as they hang to leeches quick;
How boats can over bridges sail;
And魚shes do the stables scale,
How salmons trespasslng are found;
And pikes are taken in the pound. (473-80)
This stanza marks a turnlng pOlnt in the narrative of the poem, as
the persona turns away Hom this apocalypse to ` [t]ake sanctuary in
the wood'(482) and eventually praise Maria as the more acceptable
guarantee of futurlty･ The strategy of the poem is to contrast the form
of `proper'succession based on the woman's body with this more
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unsettling fantasy of a future as an indeterminate, levelling space in
which change is more unpredictable. This can be read as a reHection of
its historical intent; as a poem of praise and advice Hom Marvell to his
patron, the p∞m commemorates the value of ancestral property and its
heredity succession, while speculating On the changlng COnditions of a
Civil War England.
4. An Horatian Ode upon Cromwell's Return nom lreland'
Of all Marvell's poetry, the most well known investlgations of
time, change and the possible future are the three poems about Oliver
Cromwell. Above all, `An Horatian Ode upon Cromwell's Return
from lreland'must surely rank as one of the most admired political
poems in English literary history. The reception of this poem (most
probably written in May-July 1650) also provides an index of various
critical approaches to literature･ In the twentieth century, the New
Critics valued its apparent ambiguity as a sign Of intellectual integrlty,
although- in actual fact some Victorian readers, for whom Cromwell
was a Whig patriot, may have had less anxiety about the object of
the poem's praise (Marvel1 270-1).6 Recent historicist criticism of the
poem, especially since the important work of John M. Wallace, has
debated to what extent the poem is a work of pragmatic reconciliation
to the regicidal Commonwealth reglme Or is in fact a more enthusiastic
statement of specifically republican political thought. Questions of
`classical republicanism'have in turn explored the inHuence upon the
poem of Roman and Machiavellian ideas of history, particularly the
idea of a `Machiavellian Moment', that is a periodic crisis in a state
and the means fbr an individual to resolve it. That is to say, that many
readers are used to understanding the poem (and its `successor'poem
of sorts, `The First Anniversary of the Government under His Highness
The Lord Protector') as studies of the血turity of a given constitutional
and political moment in the `archipelaglC pluralities'of the British Isles
(Kerrigan 234)･ Critics agree that the poem acknowledges.a turning
polnt Or OppOrtunlty tO rethink the mture of national identity ln this
instance, rather than discuss the precise illocutionary Intentions of the
poem, it will be useful to consider the form of the poem in the light of
the ideas of mturlty already discussed.
What all historicist readings of the poem agree upon is that the
poem's aim is to persuade readers to accept the legltlmaCy Of the new
Commonwealth and pledge themselves to its future success agalnSt
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the Royalist counter-insurgency in Scotland. This was the actual
background of the `engagement oath'of 1649-54, which was a public
promise by adult males to support the new regime (Wallace 43-68).
The poem itself addresses this promise or commitment to futurlty
by presentlng readers with the legitimacy of Cromwell. It is worth
noting at this stage that Oliver Cromwell was not defacto head of
state or even head of the Parliamentarian army, but it's most senior
campalgnlng general. Rather than exploit tropes of soverelgnty Or
monarchy, the poem therefore tries to delelop from Horace a new
mode for commemoratlng past, present and near future as well as
praise of Cromwell's heroism. Nevertheless it is he who is personally
identmed as the one whose `reserved and austere'upbringlng
Could by industrious valour climb
Tb ruin the great work of time
And cast the kingdom old
lnto another mould. (32-35)
The idea of shape-changlng Or remoulding form was a trope used by
contemporary supporters of the regicide (including Marvell's friend
and poetic influence John Hall), and it also animates much of the
imagery of the poem, in which Cromwell is presented as a dynamic
血gure changing places and presence (Marvel1 275 m.36). In飴ct, while
the poem surely alludes to toplCal events and political analogies, the
poem can also be read as an exploration of ideas of a body, space and
materialism･ The grandeur of Cromwell is expressed not so much
through a catalogue of conventional panegyrlC Virtues than as a ngure
of energy:
So restless Cromwell could not cease
In the inglorious arts of peace,
But through advent'rous war
Urged his active star.
And like the three-forked lightning, nrst
Breaking the clouds where it was nursed
Did thorough his own side
His nery way divide.
(For `tis all one to courage high,
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The emulous or enemy;
And with such to inclose
Is more than to oppose.) (9-20)
The use of `nursed'implies the in魚ncy of Cromwell, and is restated
at line 113, but his growth is a selldivision and splittlng `thorough'
the body, which Smith suggests is a metaphor fbi the splinterlng Of
the Parliamentarian cause (Marvel1 274 m.15). This idea of space is
reinforced by the metaphor ofねiling to `hclose'or restrain such a
forcibly movlng Or grOWlng space. David Norbrook has identified
this figure of awesome energy as evidence of a `republican sublime'
whereby Marvell, John Hall (who translated Longinus into English)
and others tried to commemorate the new Commonwealth as an
inspired innovation (267-8). The image of movement also recalls `Tb
His Coy Mistress'in the conceit of rending space apart･ The `Ode'
Continues the lightning Image tO make an ambiguous Roman reference:
Then burnlng through the air he went,
And palaces and temples rent;
And Caesar's head at last
Did through his laurels blast.
`Tis madness to resist or blame
The fbrce of angry heaven's 凪ame;
And, if we would speak true,
Much to the man is due (21-8)
Ideas of divine providence, military prowess, political persuasion and
a more general evocation of classical majesty are COnCentrated here･
The point tO note is that the contemporary public experience of war,
regicide and constitutional revolution are reHacted through imagery
of Cromwell'S strangely disembodied movement across space･ Indeed,
physics and geometry are later deployed to vindicate the legltlmaCy Of
the regicide:
Though Justice agalnSt Fate complain,
And plead the ancient rights in vain;
But those do hold or break,
As men are strong or weak
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Nature that hateth emptlneSS,
Allows of penetration less:
And therefore must make room
Where greater splrits come
While this can be read as a metaphorical defence of defacto and
conquest-based theories of sovereignty, based on a posteriori narratives
of power, it also turns Cromwell into a `splrit', that is an entlty Without
a body, although apparently demanding rooJm for one･ The poem turns
on this confusion of categories of presence in which Cromwell is
shown to have outmanoeuvred the dign誼ed but pitiful king (the `actor'
who is trapped on a `tragic sca徹)ld'as if lying on a `bed'(52-3; 64))
and cast the old kingdom into a new form･ Signincantly, the anal part
of the poem anticlpateS the military Invasion of Scotland by resortlng
to a sexualised, masculine image of the sword-wielding body:
But thou the War's and Fortune's son
March indefatigably on;
And for the last effect
Still keep thy sword erect:
Besides the force it has to血ight
The splrits of the shady night;
The same arts that did gal血
A pow'r must it maintain (113-120)
The mture of the Commonwealth (or what the poem dares to call a
`Republic'(82)) is now associated with the heroic, and martial斤gure
of Cromwell, gendered as the son of war and fortune･ This marks some
attempt at an argumentative and narrative closure to the poem, but it
remains ambiguous･ Is the final couplet read as a factual, Constative
and sententious statement of political wisdom as befits a hopeful
public servant like Marvell, is it an ironic rumination on the dark arts
of power that `ruined the great work of time', Or is it a perfbrmative
statement of hope or even appeal to these mysterious powers? The
celebrated ambigulty Of Marvell's poem derives from the fact that
the poem o脆rs more than one way to look forward to the請ture and
understand the past･ Furthermore, the opposition in the final stanza
of Cromwell and the menaclng Splrits is undermined by the earlier
descrlptlOn Of Cromwell as the greater spirit who has emerged to
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dispel others･ Thus the final image of corporeality lS Still kept in
relation to one of disembodiment･ The opposition of soul and bodies is
of course the subject or some of Marvell's most celebrated and witty
metaphysical lyrlCS, but within the economy of the `Ode'it is poslng
specific problems･ The poem is explorlng the difficulty of locatlng
`power'in a particularly recognisable and so legltlmate form; is power
in the sword言n the Commons or Republic, in Fate or Nature, or even
in a new Caesar? The audacity of this poem is to make manifest and
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tangible the operation of history ln a perSuaSIVe and comprehensible
rorm･ The poem tries to ultimately reassure the reader with an image
of the conquerlng male body, but cannot dispel the fact that Cromwell
is also shown to be discorporate･ Indeed he is credited as being a
presiding spirit of the Civil Wars who 'twinlng Subtle fears with hope/
He wove a net of such a scope'as to catch Charles Stuart (49-50).
How then can the reader really grasp who, or what, Cromwell is?
This is more than a lingulStic polnt; the critical reputation of the
poem has been based on the assumption that it seems to commemorate
the passlng Of one era and the beginnlng Of another･ At its simplest,
the poem is made to bookend the English Renaissance, Or even to
vindicate themes expressed fifty years earlier in Jacobean drama
(wilson 166)I In a more detailed analysis･ the poem can be read as
exploring Machiavellian ideas offortuna, So that the crisIS Of power in
the poem can be explained as an systematic analysis Of statesmanship
(Pocock 379)i This also bestows the poem with a distinct modernity,
in that it is said to demonstrate how is politics based on instrumental
power rather than traditional divine right･ However another approach,
followlng Studies of Civil War Puritanism and the 'anti-formalist'
beliefs of Cromwell himself, would argue that the poem, by showing
how forms of earthly power such as monarchy are contingent and
mutable in accordance to the destlny Of `angry heaven's flame', is
actually supportlng a belief in providentialism, in accordance with
the millenarian and radical Protestant beliefs of the 1650s a rationale
which arguably becomes more pronounced in the `First Anniversary'･7
These readings complicate any straightforward identification in this
instance of Marvell with modern liberalism, as they indicate the
scrlptural and classical concepts of futurlty ln the text･ The poem's
association of innovation, militarism and the national soverelgnty Of
the British Isles can be disquletlng enough fbi many modern readers,
yet the poem also suggests that the futurlty Of the English Revolution
is a form of political-theology; of what Julia Reinhard Lupton calls
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the `citizen-saint'dynamic of Renaissance culture･ The poem raises
the question of whether a secular political modernity lS in fact still a
partially `religious'concept･ The problem of historical knowledge is
in fact addressed in the poem's most oblique reference to an actual
historical event:
This was that memorable hour,
Which mst assured the forced pow'r･
So when they did design
The Capitol's mst line,
A bleeding head where they begun,
Did fright the architects to run:
And yet in that the State
Foresaw its happy飴te･ (65-72)
The implication is that the actual event of the regicide on January
30 1649 is an equlValent of the mythic construction of the temple of
Juplter in the founding of Rome･ Yet is this comparison meant as an
afnnity in kind or as an actual historical repetition? There is something
precisely uncanny ln the coincidence with one hour in history with
another, as well as in the symbol of the literally bleeding head of state
that becomes a portend of the future of the State. Is the poem rea母,
predicting a British imperium by reading the regicide as a moment of
political foundation, Or if it is supposed to be understood丘guratively･
then what else might it suggest? This topical and occasional poem
deploys the similar motifs of futurlty aS found in the other lyrics, but
also evokes a sense of historical repetition. This could be understood
as a form of Renaissance typology, whereby Rome predates modern
Britain, yet it invites other critical readings･ If the repetition is
understood as a deliberate misrecognltlOn Of the present in terms of
the Roman past, then is the poem (after Marx) an example of how
modern historical consciousness uses ideology to represent its cultural
status? Furthermore, if this repetition is seen as innately `ghostly'or
`spectral'in keeplng With the other metaphors in the poem, then is
the poem exploring (aner Derrida) the `hauntological'implications of
historiclty, Where the text cannot escape an uncanny logic Of temporal
indeterminacy? 8 Ultimately, rather than seek the meaning Of the poem
in the author's specmc intentions or desire to speak well of both sides,
the polnt Where the text presents the historical moment as excessive
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and never entirely present to itself may be one of the most unexpected
and puzzling accomplishments of this poem and of Marvell's
exploration of futurlty.
5. Conclusion
This essay has attempted to trace a motif of mturlty across a number
of poems･ and proposed that the斤gures of the body and of space are
ways in which the poems attempt to imag丘e the idea of the mture. It
has suggested that the future is presented in some cases as a mode of
desire and in others as a state of arrival or occurrence. These have been
directed for the sake of argument towards contemporary discussions
of futurlty aS hetero-normative and reproductive and another sense
(perhaps an implicitly more `deconstructive'reading) that sees futurity
as the arrival or invention of newness･ By way of a conclusion, the
essay will brieHy address two polntS that are both related to the ideas
of public and prlVate modes in the poetry･ Annabel Patterson has
trenchantly argued that `the urbane treasures of his pastoral poems･ i ･
are eccentric rather than self defining'and that Marvell should be
understood as the public champ10n Of aggressive, Protestant foreign
policy (Patterson 107)･ There is undoubtedly a dynamic, public element
to Marvell's poetry as well as his prose works･ Yet, as essay has
analysed the poems of the 1640s and 50s as a slngle body of work in
order to identify literary tropes and毎ures of血turlty, the distinction
of private and public seems less essential. In fact, the distinction seems
based on the recept10n, Or hermeneutic, of the poetry rather than
their specific fbrm･ Moreover, the temptation to move Marvell into
a predominately public role could be a sign Of a particularly modern
desire of the critic (in the spirit. say, of Hannah Arendt) for literature
that is `engaged'or `committed'to the public good at the expense
of the prlVate Subjectivlty. A second point relates to the forms of
extremity ln `prlVate'modes of the lyric･ Catherine Bates has argued
that the signature of English male Renaissance lyrlC is the sense of
abjection and loss of mastery, which she terms the 'perverslty'at its
core (3)･ The forms of melancholy, despondency and subjection that
can be found Petrarchan and anti-Petrarchan modes from Sidney to
Donne are･ in her argument, not merely ironic tropes or disgulSeS for
court politics･ but symptoms of a highly fragile and deeply Insecure
early modern masculinlty. Given what we have read about Marvell's
own use of these ideas, to what extent might Marvell, and his sense of
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futurlty, be `perverse'?
There is a certain sense in Marvell's lyric poetry that futurlty lS
something that can be better met by others (as in generals, or their
daughters) rather than the speaking subject of the poems･ While this
may seem a step towards prlVaCy and detachment Hom public modes,
the public consequences of the future are nevertheless observed･ The
openlng lines of `An Horatian Ode'where `The forward youth that
would appear/ Must now forsake his Muses dear'(I-2) convey the
conHicted struggle between prlVate retiremeht and public duty through
that use of the conditional auxiliary verb･ Many of the toplCS Of this
essay can nnally be discerned in Marvell's most enlgmatic and `prlVate'
poem `The Garden'. This most famous poem of inward subjectivlty
was言t now seems, probably written in 1668 when its author had
already embarked on his public career as MP for Hull, which lends the
poem a contextual irony (Marvel1 152)･ As is well known, the poem
explores the mental progress of a subject emOylng the prlVaCy and
oti〟m of the garden. The train of thought leads to an extraordinary
movement through imagined space:
Meanwhile the mind Hom pleasure less,
Withdraws into its happlneSS:
The mind, that ocean where each kind
Does straight its own resemblance丘nd;
Yet it creates, transcending these,
Far other worlds, and other seas;
Annihilating all that's made
Tb a green thought in a green shade･ (41-8)
Only a foolhardy reader would claim to `decode'such a passage , but
one possibility would be to polnt tO ideas of futurity discussed in this
essay. The presence of the body and of splrit, the observation of space
and movement, and the transformation of that space are repeated in
this dense conceit. The withdrawal of the mind leads to the indistinct
space of the sea, and the subsequent `annihilation'of everything is the
destruction (or is it a kind of redrawing, Or movement?) of both soul
and substance into the mysterious state of green. Of course, the green
can be associated with the e｣r stasis of the body from itself, but it can
also be read as the temporal movement of the subject away From 'the
busy companies of men'(12) and toward future bliss (so the soul `till
prepared for longer night, / Waves in its plumes the various lights'(55-
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6))･ As William Empson noted, an ambiguity of the poem is that the
annihilation of the self need not be volitional but a form of surrender,
which he actually compared to Buddhism (99). The poem seems to
celebrate a `perverse'loss of selfhood and mastery ln its glVlng Way
to a thought of the future･ This is explored through the separation and
re-division of the senses and the body that allows for a rethinking of
time, space and the nture, and in this regard `The Garden'is similar
to the other poems explored in this essay･9 There is also a餌icitous
anachronism･ of course, whereby 'green'n6w names our contemporary
concern to address the future in terms of the environment･ Perhaps
`ecopoetics'could･ in the future, enable other dissident readings of
poems like this to convey an idea of futurity?10 Underlylng the notions
of prlVate and public experience in Marvell'S poetry lS this notion
of a lyrical subject addresslng a future possibility. The slngularlty
of Marvell's approach to futurlty, perhaps, is not that the celebration
of individual (or national) liberty is confidently heroic or masterful,
but that it is perceived in the poems as something at the limits of
selfhood or volition･ Perhaps it is that uncertain sense of a subject
having to make sense of themselves and their historical moment as
subject to forces beyond their control that makes Marvell seem such a
C OntempOra ry･
Notes
I 0n futurlty aS both a grammatical and theologlCal concept in Renaissance
writing , see Brian Cummings, The Literary Culture of the Reformation:
Grammar and Grace (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2002).
2　All poems are cited from The Poems of Andrew Marvell. Ed. Nigel Smith,
Revised Edition･ Harlow: Pearson Longman, 2007･
3　0n the lack of an afterlife image, see Marvell, 82 A.24.
4　See `desert'in Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford: Oxford UP 1933).
5　The poem was also probably inHuenced by the work of Abraham Cowley;
see H･M Margoliouth, `Marvell and Cowley''(1919) in Andrew Marvell∴ The
Critical Heritage, ed･ Elizabeth Story Donno (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul,
1978) 340-1.
6　The list of criticism is vast, but for a New Critical approach see Cleanth
Brooks & Robert Penn Warren, Understanding Poetry: An Anthology for
College Students (New York: Henry Holt, 1938) also excerpted with other essays
in Andrew Marvell･･ A Critical Anthology, ed, John Carey (Hamondsworth:
Penguin, 1969)･ Nineteenth century readings are collected in Andrew Marvell:
me Critical Heritage, ed･ Elizabeth Story Donno (London: Routledge 皮 Kegan
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Paul, 1978). An inHuential historical reading of the poem is in Pierre Legouis,
Andrew Marvell.･ Poet, Puritan, Patriot (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1965) 4-I 5.
7　0n anti-formalism as approach to seventeenth century politics, see Jonathon
Scott, England's Troubles: Seventeenth Century English Political Instability ln
European Context (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000) 242-3･ On
Cromwell and anti-formalism see J.C. Davis, ''Cromwell's Relig10n'in Oliver
Cromwell and the English Revolution, ed. John Morrill (London: Longman, 1990)
206. Also Davis, …Against Formality: One Aspect of the English Revolution
Transactions of the Royal Historical Society (1993) 6(A series. volume 3, 265-88.
0m `The First Anniversary', see Chernaik.
8　See Karl Marx, The Eighteenth Brumaire ofLouis Bonaparte (1852)in The
Portable Karl Mar.嶋. Ed. Eugene Kamenka. Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1983･
287-324. The `hauntologlCal'interpretation of Marx is developed in Jacques
Derrida, Spectres ofMam: The State t,fDebt, the Work of Mourning and the New
International. Trams. Peggy Kamuf. London 皮 New York: Routledge, 1994･
9　Thoughts on the `distribution of the sensible'can be found in Jacques
Ranciere, Aesthetics and Its Disconlents (Cambridge: Polity, 2009).
10 For interesting speculation of this subject, see Timothy Clark, The
Cambridge InけOduction to Literature and the Environment (Cambridge:
Cambridge UP, 201 1).
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